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Looking back & looking forward
December 2021, Delft
Another year is coming to an end, and again unfortunately the pandemic played a central role. This
year pushed us to think outside the box and continue to work on institutional collaboration from a
distance. We discovered together that although education worldwide may be based on the same
principles, you need to adapt it to the local way. This brings along some restrictions but there are
also many opportunities. We will continue this journey together in the new year, in which we can
hopefully meet each other again in real-life!
As the year comes to an end, it is time to reflect. This newsletter contains a feature interview with
Truong Hong Son, TU Delft PhD alumnus who is currently working at Thuyloi University as lecturer.
We also reflect on the journey of HUNRE alumni Dung and Kiều Anh, who have obtained MSc
scholarships abroad. We also share with you lot of exciting OKP news from the past two months,
including the PIE webinar, the arrival of Dr. Mai Van Cong in Delft and the Asia Pacific meeting on
Near Surface Geoscience & Engineering. The opportunities section includes the Citizen Science
online training, weekly Delta Futures Lab Webinars and the publication of the TU Delft open textbook
on Nature-Based Solutions.
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OKP Vietnam & Myanmar: News and (planned) activities
Dr. Mai Van Cong arrived in Delft
In November 2021 Dr. Mai Van Cong arrived in Delft.
As associate professor at Thuyloi university and
managing Director of Vietnam- Netherlands Center for
Water and Environment (VINWATER), he has always
been closely involved in the TU Delft – Thuyloi
collaboration. He has now obtained a position as
associate professor of Hydraulic and Coastal
Engineering at TU Delft. Good luck Cong!

Delta Futures Lab on Nature-Based Solutions

You
can
find
more
information
about
collaboration on the TU
Delft-Vietnam
website:
https://www.tudelft.nl/citg/vi
etnam/ and on the TU
Delft-Myanmar
website:
https://www.tudelft.nl/myan
mar/

On October 22nd, Prof.
Stefan
Aarninkhof
presented a webinar on
nature-based solutions
along
shorelines.
Nature-based solutions
continue to form an
important asset in our
portfolio of measures for
climate adaptation. The
webinar was joined by
many of our partners
from both Myanmar and
Vietnam!

PIE webinar on partnerships
The Platform for International Education (PIE) hosted an
online dialogue on partnerships with almost 70
participants from over 30 countries. The purpose was to
have an open dialogue on how to achieve equitable and
inspirational partnerships between international partners
and Dutch institutes for higher education and professional
development in the field of knowledge exchange.
Representatives from both TU Delft and HUNRE were on
the organisation team of the event. After multiple
interactive sessions and inspirational stories, some of the
key take-aways were that equality, trust, respect and
ownership are crucial for partnerships. The keynote
speech was given by Dr. Pham Hong Nga from Thuyloi
and Marjan Kreijns on behalf of TU Delft: 30 years of
educating together. What started with research exchange
and engineer residencies blossomed into a long-term
partnership of knowledge exchange in the field of water
resources and a joint venture named VINWATER.
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OKP Vietnam & Myanmar: News and (planned) activities
Blah
TMT+ HKV enters
next phase: self-assignments
Blah
The start of December marked the end of the
first phase of the TMT+ on River Morphology
and Flood Risk using state-of-the-art open
satellite data and processing tools by HKV
and TU Delft. The final session was an
inspiring closing lecture by Anh Phương Do,
who works for the Center for Informatics and
Statistics at the Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development (MARD). The participants
will now proceed with their own case studies.
The will use the tools and skills learned to
analyze their own water management issue
with the guidance from an HKV mentor.

You
can
find
more
information
about
collaboration on the TU
Delft-Vietnam
website:
https://www.tudelft.nl/citg/vi
etnam/ and on the TU
Delft-Myanmar
website:
https://www.tudelft.nl/myan
mar/

Asia Pacific meeting on Near
Surface Geosciences
In December the 4th Asia Paciifc
meeting
on
Near
Surface
Geoscience & Engineering took
place. Our partner Ass. Prof. Pham
Quy Nhan (HUNRE) was part of the
technical programme committee of
this online event. Contributions were
made by other HUNRE lecturers and
partners in the form of workshops
and presentations.

Royal HaskoningDHV on overcoming coastal erosion in Vietnam
In November, our Vietnam CoP member
Royal HaskoningDHV organized a webinar
on sustainable approaches to overcoming
coastal erosion in Vietnam. Guest speakers
from the World Bank, Royal HaskoningDHV,
Water Research Laboratory (Australia), and
Khang Duc Construction presented their
ideas during this informative webinar!
Missed it? Watch the full recording here.
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The OKP effect: The story of Dung
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The OKP effect: the story of Kiều Anh
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OKP Climate Proof Vietnam tailor-made online course

Citizen Science for Environmental Studies: an Introduction
Course description
Citizen science landscape is characterized by a remarkable
diversity of projects. Whether local or global, online or “offline”,
short blitz campaigns or long-term collaborations — citizen science
projects empower researchers and local communities, build
societal trust in science, and help us jointly address environmental
challenges of today. Indeed, citizen science offers multiple
opportunities, but if you have never done citizen science before,
you might think “Where do I even start?”.
The aim of this course is to help you make the first step in this
exciting field. In the first block, we will explore the history of
citizen science, its theoretical foundations, and existing
frameworks. We will look at various levels of citizens’
participation, and will analyze the design and set-up of a number
of existing projects, ranging from crowdsourcing to collaborative
science. In the second block, we will focus on the practical aspects
of initiating and running a citizen science project. You will get a
systematic overview of available resources — such as tools and
platforms — and, importantly, will get a hands-on experience of
designing a citizen science project of your own.

Course Schedule
VN Time &
Date

Week 1
Tuesday January

11th

Thursday January

Week 2
13th

Friday January

14th

Tuesday January

18th

Thursday January 20th

Morning

Self-study*

Self-study*

Self-study*

Self-study*

Self-study*

15.00-17.00

Online lecture 1

Online lecture 2

Online lecture 3

Online lecture 4

Online lecture 5

*recorded lectures or other materials (approx. 2 hours), to be completed independently before the afternoon session
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Opportunities

]
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We wish all our
partners a very
Merry Christmas

& a Happy New Year!
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